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Abstract—Automatic detection of the sentiment of a given text
is a difficult but highly relevant task. Application areas range
from financial news, where information about sentiments can
be used to predict stock movements, to social media, where user
recommendations can determine success or failure of a product.

We have developed a methodology, based on character n-
grams, to detect sentiments encoded in text. In the course of
this paper we will present the founding idea and the algorithms
as well as a usage scenario with an evaluation. We discuss the
the obtained results in detail and a compare them with those
of other popular sentiment detection methodologies.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sentiment detection is an important aspect of unstructured
text analysis. Automatically determining the feelings that a
text is expressing is becoming increasingly important as more
and more content is generated. Especially for companies
the knowledge about consumer sentiment is of high value.
Social media and user generated content are more and more
forming public opinion. A decade ago consumer decisions
were mostly based on experiences of close friends and a
selective list of publications. Today, social media gives access
to experiences of several thousand consumers and public
opinion is formed by a vast network of users contributing
and sharing information. One aspect of this social opinion
generation process is that the overall sentiment is not deter-
mined by a few individuals but by an aggregation of all the
available sentiments. Therefore it is necessary to be able to
automatically analyze user generated content.

In this paper we want to contribute to this reseach task by
presenting a sentiment detection method based on character
n-grams. Here, as opposed to word n-grams, one is capable –
by a suitable choice of n – to detect interword dependencies
without overboarding combinatorics. Word n-grams require
an exact n-tuple word match, character n-grams require only
n characters to match, which (i) is more likely (for small n)
and (ii) allows to match text stems without any sophisticated
language model.

Character n-grams are a rather popular and simple method
in natural language processing and information retrieval [1],
[2]. In the course of this paper we will present a method
to compare character n-grams based on the cosine distance.
There the so called ”Length Delimited Dictionary Distance”
(LD3) forms a very simple but efficient way to measure the
distance between documents. The originating idea thereof
stems from the Normalized Compression Distance [3], [4].

In the course of this paper we will present character n-
grams as a means to determine sentiments of texts. We
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will present the rationale behind it, the algorithm as well
as some experiments that demonstrate its applicability. We
will further analyze, whether character n-grams are suited
for determining text sentiment. For this purpose, we try to
classify the popular IMDb dataset [5], using n-grams as
terms with a Naive Bayes classification, and compare the
results with other existing methods.

II. RELATED WORK

Because of the inherent complexity of the task and the lack
of a model that is generally agreed on, there is a vast variety
of approaches trying to tackle the text sentiment problem.
The most basic approach is to model text as a bag of words,
neglecting all compositional structure. Every single word gets
labeled with a polarity score, which represents the probability
of the word being in a positive or a negative text. The polarity
of the text is then defined as the sum of all word polarities.
Polarity scores for terms can either be manually constructed
[6] or inferred via machine learning techniques [7], [8].
Manually constructed reference sets have always the problem
of coverage, which means that most of the domain specific
words will not be enclosed in an universal reference set.
Some work focuses on the construction of domain specific
sets and the adaption of existing ones of other domains [9].
Such a domain specific set can be inferred with a number of
techniques, for example seeds, i.e. words with known polarity
like ”good” and ”poor” and a proximity measure between
words, like mutual information [7] or the WordNet[10], [11].

One major problem is that most of the sentences of a
document do not express any sentiment. They will only add
noise to the classification process. Therefore, there has been
the attempt to classify the objectivity on sentence level [12].
The polarity estimate is then based only on the sentences
which were classified as subjective beforehand. It is possible
to go even further and try to determine which topic a given
sentiment addresses. Instead of assuming, that a text only
consists of sentiments about a single topic, every document
is modelled as a collection of sentiments about many topics.
A review of a book may contain sentiment about the author,
which can be a different from the sentiment about the book.
For example, Mullen [11] tries to determine topic proximity
via the open ontology tool [13].

All of these basic approaches have a good baseline per-
formance, but there seems to be a certain barrier of accuracy
that all of them can not overcome. Ironically, they perform
only slightly better than simple machine learning approaches.
It seems to be obvious that the reason for this lies in
the neglection of words interdependencies, i.e. the structure
and the context of the text. To model this structure, the
compositional semantics, there is a variety of approaches.



A very basic approach to model sentence interdependen-
cies is to look at negation only [14], more sophisticated is it
to try to build semantic hierarchies via manually constructed
rules [15] or to improve the classification based on words by
simple linguistic rules [16]. The most promising approach
seems to be a combination of machine learning techniques
(like SVMs), pattern and sub pattern recognition and analy-
sis of the grammatical structure of sentences [17]. Further
information on the subject of sentiment detection can be
found in the very extensive survey on sentiment detection,
that has been done by Pang and Lee [12]. In this paper we are
not concerned with more advances models. We are trying to
detect sentiments with as little prior knowledge as possible.

III. THE MOVIE DATABASE

Sentiment detection, like any other pattern recognition and
machine learning problem is highly depending on the quality
of the data. We chose the IMDb movie review database as test
scenario, because it is probably one of the most commonly
used data sets for sentiment detection. The IMDb is a
freely accessible library containing information to countless
movies. Besides featured actors or information on the direc-
tor the site also contains movie reviews which can be found
at http://reviews.imdb.com/Reviews. There, one has access to
over 41,000 movie reviews, written in plain English. Unfortu-
nately, the data format varies and there is no common rating
scale, which makes an automated use of this dataset diffi-
cult. However, a formatted dataset has been made available
at http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data/
which has grown very popular among sentiment detection
researchers (used in [12], [17] for example). It consists of
1,000 both positive and negative reviews.

The IMDb dataset has proven to be especially difficult.
One problem all algorithms have, that try to tackle sentiment
detection with word counting, is that for example ”good”
and ”not good” have opposite meanings. Algorithms based
on word occurrence will match ”good” both times which
means that both phrases get a high positive weighting due
to the occurrence of ”good” which in the latter case is plain
wrong. Das and Chen [14] tried to eliminate this problem
by marking all words between a negating word and the next
punctuation with a special tag, so that ”good” and the word
good in ”not good” will count as different word. We will call
the IMDb dataset, which is tagged with this rule IMDb-NOT.

IV. TEXT CLASSIFICATION

When classifying text there are a large number of possible
methods to choose from. Probably the most well known is
the Naive Bayes classifier [18] with its simplistic approach.
Besides that we will present two rather new approaches to
text classification based on character n-grams.

A. Naive Bayes

The Naive Bayes classifier is a very common approach to
statistical text classification. It is based on the – obviously
naive – assumption that the occurrence of one term t ∈ D,
given a document class C, is independent of the occurrence

of any other term. Therefore, if we disregard the interde-
pendency of term t ∈ D with all other terms t′ ∈ D the
conditional probability of the document D being a member
of class C is simply:

P (C|D) = P (C)
∏
t∈D

P (t|C) (1)

The prior probability P (C) of any document being in class
C is estimated as follows:

P (C) =
#DC

N
(2)

Where #DC is the number of documents in the training set
that are in class C and N is the number of documents in the
training set. If we use a balanced dataset, P (C) is identical
for all classes. P (t|C) is estimated as the relative frequency
of term t in all documents belonging to class C.

P (t|C) =
#tC∑

t′∈C

#t′C

Here #tC is the number of occurrences of term t in class C.
To obtain a probability we are normalizing it with the sum
of the occurrence of all terms in C. Although the assumption
of positional independence is far from reality, Naive Bayes
performs quite well for sentiment detection.

B. Length Delimited Dictionary Distance

In this section we will introduce what we are calling the
Length Delimited Dictionary (LDDk). It is based on the
idea of compression based pattern recognition [4], where
it is possible to determine dissimilarity of two objects by
looking at the ratio of joint compression against individual
compression. Let C be a compression algorithm and C(s)
be the length of the compressed string s. The normalized
compression distance (NCD) is defined as follows:

NCD(s1, s2) =
C(s1, s2)−min{C(s1), C(s2)}

max{C(s1), C(s2)}
(3)

Most discrete compression algorithms generate a dictio-
nary W (D) to compress a document D. This dictionary is
simply a list of substrings (words) w, all of which have
preferably high frequency in D. If the compression algorithm
finds a word w of the dictionary in the string, it replaces this
word with a shorter one. If there is no occurrence of w in
D, w does not contribute to the compression of w. If there
is no occurence of any word of the dictionary, the document
D will not be compressed or might even get larger. If a
dictionary can be used to highly compress a document D1,
but does not compress another document D2, we can assume
that D1 and D2 are very dissimilar.

The joint compression of two strings can be very effective,
if a dictionary W (D1, D2) can be found that compresses both
strings effectively. We assume that in this case the dictionar-
ies W (D1) and W (D2) are very similar and it is sufficient
to compare the dictionaries to determine dissimilarity.

In order to have an intuitive and highly flexible dictionary
that can be used to measure the distance of any type of data,



we use a very basic approach for the generation of W : the
Length Delimited Dictionary (LDD). Formally speaking the
LDDk of a document D is the set of all substrings of length
k (character k-grams).

The Length Delimited Dictionary Distance LD3
k of two

documents D1 and D2 is the number of elements that are
common to both dictionaries normalized by the number of
unique elements in both dictionaries joint together:

LD3
k(D1, D2) = 1− |LDDk(D1) ∩ LDDk(D2)|

|LDDk(D1) ∪ LDDk(D2)|
(4)

Interesting to note here is that the LD3 is identical with the
Jaccard similarity coefficient [19] and as such related to the
cosine distance for character n-grams.

For sentiment detection we create two dictionaries (con-
sisting of k-grams) LDDk(D0) and LDDk(D1) where Di

is the class document represented by the concatenation of all
documents of class i ∈ {0|1}. For each class C ∈ {0, 1} we
determined the class membership Ck(D) of document D by
calculating the dissimilarity between D and each of the class
documents D0 and D1.

Ck(D) = arg min
i∈{0,1}

{LD3
k(Di, D)} (5)

C. Character n-grams with Naive Bayes

LD3 determines dissimilarity in a black and white manner,
either an n-gram exists or not. Naive Bayes on the other hand
weights the existence or non-existence. Unfortunately it is
too restrictive in such a way that only words or even worse
word n-grams are used. We implemented Naive Bayes with
character n-grams as a trade-off between the flexibility of
the Length Delimiting Dictionary – depending on the length,
LDD is capable of representing inter word dependencies –
and the problem adaption of Naive Bayes which learns the
relevance of strings. This way, as we will demonstrate later
on, we are capable to increase the recognition performance
beyond that of either one of them alone.

The algorithm is as follows: instead of calculating P (C|D)
with word occurrences within a document D, we define dk

to be a LDDn dictionary element, i.e. a substring of length
n. Thus the Naive Bayes formula will be rewritten to

Pn(C|D) = P (C)
∏

d∈LDDn(D)

P (d|C)

with
P (d|D) =

#dC∑
d′∈C

#t′C
.

Here #dC is the number of occurrences of dictionary el-
ement d in the dictionary consisting of all documents in
class C. We will call this classifier NB(LDn) as opposed
to NB(n) for plain Naive Bayes.

V. EVALUATION

We tested the NB(n) classifier with 10-fold cross valida-
tion on the two datasets IMDb and IMDb-NOT. We compared
the results to a Naive Bayes classifier using word n-grams

as feature. We call the classifier that uses Naive Bayes with
word n-grams NB(n), so NB(1) is a Naive Bayes approach
operating on unigrams, NB(2) on bigrams and so forth.

The results of our evaluation can be observed in Figures
1,2 and 3. Detailed information can be found in Table I.
For the IMDb-NOT dataset details are presented in Table II.
Here there is a slight increase in performance due to the prior
information (inform of the encoded negation) stored in the
data.

It turns out that the simple LD3
n classifier cannot outper-

form Naive Bayes, but NB(LDn) performs slightly better
than NB(n), i.e. character n-grams are better features than
word n-grams. This is interesting, because character n-grams
make less assumptions on the underlying data than regular
n-grams. The document does not have to be tokenized into
words, a simple substring routine is sufficient. As a result,
character n-grams can be used on all kinds of data.

As a baseline for the evaluation of the NB(LDn) classifier
we are referencing Pang and Lee. They are classifying the
exact same dataset with a number of different classifiers
[20]. There Support Vector Machines with unigram feature
presence got the best result of 82.9% accuracy. It should
be mentioned though that they evaluated the classifier with
3-fold cross-validation which generally yields worse results.

Better results were obtained by Matsumoto et. al. [17]
with an accuracy of 88.3%. Their solution uses much more
knowledge about the underlying data. They incorporate infor-
mation on text and language, like the grammatical structure
of sentences returned by a natural language parser which is
not always available or even desirable.

We are also comparing the LD3
k distance measure with its

origin, the Normalized Compression Distance. Therefore we
are creating an intuitive classifier based on compression. The
document D was classified as a positive review if the average
normalized compression distance to all positive reviews was
smaller than the average distance to all negative reviews of
the training data. Ten-fold cross validation result obtained
for the NCD classification is 63.5%.

VI. DISCUSSION

Originating from the Normalized Compression Distance,
the LD3

k distance measure does fairly well at the text
sentiment classification task. Whereas an NCD classification
with 10-fold cross validation reached only 63.5 percent, the
ld(17) classifier can achieve an accuracy of 80.4. This is
not much compared to other classification solutions done by
other authors, but it shows, that the LD3

k distance is a suitable
and efficient substitution for the NCD distance when it comes
to large documents.

A very interesting result is, that character n-grams are
a better choice than word n-grams when used with Naive
Bayes. This could mean that word n-grams are either too
strict in counting evidence or, which is more probable, are
requiring a larger training data set. A classification with tri-
grams, given the size of the training set, is not optimal,
because there simply are not enough tri-gram intersections



TABLE I
ACCURACY RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT CLASSIFIERS BASED ON THE IMDB DATASET.

C ld1 ld2 ld3 ld4 ld5 ld6 ld7 ld8 ld9 ld10 ld11 ld12 ld13 ld14 ld15 ld16 ld17 ld18
µ 14.7 49.7 50.9 50.3 50.8 51.3 52.2 54.0 57.3 62.3 68.0 73.0 76.5 78.3 79.4 80.3 80.4 79.8
σ 13.20 1.59 0.19 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.14 0.12 0.19 0.07 0.18 0.03 0.15 0.20 0.24

C nb.ld1. nb.ld2. nb.ld3. nb.ld4. nb.ld5. nb.ld6. nb.ld7. nb.ld8. nb.ld9. nb.ld10.
µ 50.0 52.8 75.6 80.7 82.0 83.4 84.5 84.7 84.9 84.8
σ 0.01 0.06 0.08 0.06 0.10 0.03 0.10 0.09 0.05 0.09

nb.1. nb.2. nb.3.
81.7 83.5 81.2
0.08 0.13 0.13

TABLE II
ACCURACY RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT CLASSIFIERS BASED ON THE IMDB-NOT DATASET.

C ld1 ld2 ld3 ld4 ld5 ld6 ld7 ld8 ld9 ld10 ld11 ld12 ld13 ld14 ld15 ld16 ld17 ld18
µ 14.7 49.3 50.7 50.9 50.9 51.6 52.5 54.8 58.8 63.8 68.9 72.9 76.2 78.4 79.5 80.1 80.0 79.4
σ 18.82 7.46 0.27 0.12 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.05 0.11 0.13 0.14 0.16 0.22 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.23 0.09

C nb.ld1. nb.ld2. nb.ld3. nb.ld4. nb.ld5. nb.ld6. nb.ld7. nb.ld8. nb.ld9. nb.ld10.
µ 50.0 51.6 74.2 79.8 82.0 83.3 84.1 84.8 85.2 84.9
σ 0.004 0.032 0.206 0.083 0.050 0.120 0.108 0.063 0.139 0.115

nb.1. nb.2. nb.3.
81.2 83.8 81.7
0.06 0.02 0.18

Fig. 1. Accuracy results for the LD3
k classifier.

between the test documents and the training set. The charac-
ter n-gram perform better, because the probability of finding
an exact string of length n in the training set is much higher
than finding an n-gram, which makes the character n-gram
parameter more flexible. Here one has to keep in mind that
in a text of length m there are almost m ∗ n character n-
grams whereas only about (m ∗ n)/k word n-grams (given
the average word length is about k). Here it would be very
interesting to work with much larger labeled datasets and
compare the performance.

We have also observed that the quality of the classification
is strongly correlated with the number of reviews used, i.e.
a classification with a 0.7 training/test ratio will lead to
much less classification accuracy than a ratio of 0.9. This
leads us to the assumption that there may not be enough
reviews in the IMDb dataset, compared to the difficulty of

Fig. 2. Accuracy results for the Naive Bayes classifier based on character
n-grams.

the task. The variance in the data is too high in relation of the
amount of data available. This also means that one has to be
careful when comparing classification results from different
authors even though they are using the exact same dataset.
For datasets of similary size to the IMDb dataset classifi-
cation accuracies calculated with different cross-validation
strategies result in difference accuracy values for the exact
same classifier.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that for text sentiment classifica-
tion, character n-grams perform at a high level and are ca-
pable of achieving results comparable to highly sophisticated
methods. This is especially interesting as character n-gram
require an almost minimal amount of prior knowledge, even



Fig. 3. Accuracy results for the Naive Bayes classifier based on word
n-grams.

compared to word n-grams. Character n-grams make less
assumptions about the data than, because they model a text
as a collection of characters rather than words. Given the
size of the available datasets we demonstrated that character
n-grams are efficient than more intuitive approaches such as
word n-grams. Here it would be of great interest to repeat
the presented evaluation on much larger datasets.
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